
May Might

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Ah, _____________________ with me these my friends!1.
(why/I/not/take/?)

The motives assigned by himself for the rule _____________ unworthy of
attention.
2.

(not/be)

It ______________________, you know.3. (past/happen)

If I were as big as he is, I _________________.4. (not/mind)

___________ through to see her?5. (I/go/?)

I shall always be pleased to receive from you, in a private way, such
communications as you ___________________ to put into a public letter.
6.

(not/choose)

She _____________________ at first, but I am certain that she will feel as
I do.
7.

(not/understand)

An officer and gentleman ______________.8. (not/lie)

For this Sir Daniel ( _______________________________!)9.
(whom/the saints/confound/?)

Who knows that they _____________ so yet?10. (not/do)

If, even now, each one of those words was fraught with significance for
them both, _________________________________________________ at
the first step?

11.

(in what fathomless depths/she/not/plunge/?)

________________________ anything but the books provided?12.
(why/they/not/read/?)

And that this increase _______________ altogether empty walls without
men, Romulus set up a sanctuary, to which were gathered a great multitude
of men from the nations round about.

13.

(not/be)
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He seemed at a loss what to advise me to do, to evade my husband's
search, without hastening to my uncle, whom, he hesitating said, I
_________________ alive.

14.

(not/find)

If they did it ___________ different.15. (be)

But he ________________ her-yet.16. (not/see)

____________ who would come next?17. (I/ask/?)

My brother then directed that as quietly as possible, and at long intervals,
one member of the family after another was to slip up the ladder and into the
attic, going quite casually, that the Indians ____________________ what we
were doing.

18.

(not/realize)

They _______________ of it, and the most conspicuous symptoms are
the appearance of a thick discharge from one nostril, having a bad odor, and
some obstruction to breathing on the same side.

19.

(not/tell)

These intervals _________ long or short.20. (be)
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